
 The objects of the Guild are to promote excellence in
Woodturning and Fellowship.  Anyone attending a Guild
 Meeting or function will be impressed with the atmosphere and
interaction of members.  Monday night critique sessions                                  promote 
improvement  in members’ skills and encourage them 
to aim for excellence.  Participation in the Australian Wood-  
turning Exhibition and entering items which have been 
painstakingly made is aiming for excellence.    Is it too much to                              
expect that we can have 50 items entered this year?  It’s a challenge!

 The tool which frightens new wood turners is the skew chisel.  Last meeting 
Robbo showed how easy and effective it is if certain basics are followed.  The tool 
needs to be sharp, it should be held at the right angle, the bevel  should be rubbing 
and the correct part of the tool should be cutting.  For most work Robbo believes in 
using a heavier skew chisel rather than a small lighter one.

 After much discussion the committee has approved a document which sets out 
the safety procedures to be kept in mind when using the power equipment of the Guild.  
The Council of Woodworking Clubs, which organizes our public liability insurance 
policy has indicated that to minimize the possibility of accidents and injury all members 
should be assessed as capable of answering correctly very basic questions for the 
operation of each item.  The questions to be answered are incorporated in the Safety 
Procedures document.  
John Osborne 2 has done a marvelous job in printing out the document which will be 
available for distribution at the next meeting.  When they have read and understood 
the document all members should return, signed, the acknowledgement form to the 
secretary or president.
To continue using Guild equipment members are being asked to be able to answer a 
few simple, basic questions on each item which are in the Safety Procedures 
document.   Committee members will, after discussion jointly test each other on the 
questions before any two of them could test other members.
I know this could sound demeaning to those who have been using equipment for years  
but I hope all members will be co-operative.  We cannot operate without public liability 
insurance.

The “Screw” man will demonstrate his wares at our April meeting.
See you there with Show and Tell items.                                               Ray
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SHOW AND TELL MARCH MEETING LEAD BY 

Items below by Ray Smith; Birds eye 
myrtle (or maple?)  Red berries set in 
resin of the pen holder is quite striking.  
Ray harvested the berries from Cairns in 
Qld.

Salt grinder in rosewood type wood. Made by Ray 
Smith for the use at home. American design so 
uses imperial measurements.
Val Dalsanto lidded container with natural edge is 
made from Laburnum base and myrtle top.

Above; Pair of lidded containers 
made from Olive tree by David 
Coul

Set of three bowls by Geoff 
Easton.         From bottom 
clockwise..made from apricot, 
jacaranda and possibly ash?

Alligators from the Dalsanto swamps. 
Watch out for those jaws. Made from 
river gum. 

Di Bermingham prototype (above) is 
a storage box for fishing flyʼs. 
Orientation of the screw attachment 
drew some discussion. Look forward 
to seeing a final article. -- 2 --



Coffee grinder mechanism 
bought at Popʼs Shed, rustic 
base made from peppercorn 
burl by David Scott.  We 
understand David has orders 
for some more.

True Love (below)
represented by a pair of 
lillies,  crafted by Ron 
Dunstan in cottoneaster.

Gerongone hardwood vase. by 
Peter Jurrjens using his deep 
hollowing tool.
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Cottoneaster Bird boxes on stands represent the 
finished articles from our January activity. Cypress 
Pine Stands were produced by each team leader, 
LHS by Di Birmingham with an minature ebony bird 
(or owl?) on its perch. RHS by David Coul has a 
Scottish flavour, complete with a loch and thistles.  
What a great result, well done to all participants.

Joe Walker has produced 
this striking pair of candle 
sticks using celery top 
wood. Stems made by 
“inside out” or split turning, 
each item in three 
segments.

SHOW & TELL Continued



MARCH GUEST DEMONSTRATOR:     IAN “ROBBO” ROBINSON

Sussage Dog with great attention to detail by 
Alan Thompson. Made from pine, has a 
rotating head, wagging tail and heavy axle 
construction.

Malaluca burl with mostly natural 
edge by Graham Besley

What a great demonstration we had at our march meeting. Robbo took us on a interesting refresher 
course on the ins and outs of using the skew chisel. We learnt how to address the tool to the wood 
and how to avoid and what causes those dreaded catches.

The bevel angle  is best at around 
25 deg. Maintain the length of the 
bevel at aprox.1.5 times the shaft 
thickness.
The cutting edge must be supported 
so that the bevel is rubbing on the 
wood. The top one third of the blade 
is the catch danger area.

Excellence in skew work results in high competence with other gouges.  Whilst the skew can be 
used for roughing down, it is best to keep it for detailed work of cutting beads, vee cuts and tenons.
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Robo recommends the CBN grinding wheel, it 
is more expensive but has a long life, 
maintains a good balance, does not need 
dressing and does not overheat. It is 
especially suited to high speed steels. Note do 
not quench HSS

When sharpening ensure a continuous face 
is produced by using a platform rest. Avoid 
forming a number of facets as this can make 
it difficult to stay on the bevel when cutting. 
A round edge is more difficult to sharpen and 
does not provide any real advantages. 
Mark the edge with texta so you can see 
what material is removed.

Start learning the skew by using a large, ie 
3cm wide, tool. This is more forgiving as 
the “safe” area of the blade is larger and 
be easily seen.

 Take the edges off the shaft so marks are 
not left in the tool rest.

Robbo likes to have short handles on the 
skew as this allows better finger tip control 
when cutting beads etc.
Catches are always operator error. Move 
your body to keep a constant angle on the 
skew when planning.Avoid the “lathe 
tango”.. 

Our thanks to Robo for an 
informative  and entertaining demo.

Example of a smooth bead and effect 
of getting a catch.
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Next meeting to be held on Saturday 27th April. We have a guest speaker who will be 
discussing the types of screws to be used in wood turning.

Entries for the Australian Woodturning Exhibition must be received by   24th May 
2013
 Entry forms can be printed from the web site    
www.theaustralianwoodturningexhibition.net/#!entry 
 Hard copies will also be available at our April meeting. 
Entries can be either emailed or sent by slow mail
We hope you are all working on your entries.

We will be handing out Australian Woodturning Exhibition raffle ticket books at our April 
meeting. As usual there are some great Bunnings gift voucher prizes. We encourage you 
to take a book and sell them to your friends.  Proceeds benefit both the Exhibition and our 
Guild. Raffle Books must be returned by the May 25th meeting.

THANK YOU TO SHIELA FLYNN who has donated a number of wood turning books to the 
Guildʼs library.   Members may wish to borrow and peruse these 

at some stage.

Thinking before acting is always a safe bet!!!
• Before starting a job, do a mental checklist of the personal 

protective equipment you should be wearing, eg. eye 
protection, lung protection, ear protection & no loose 
clothing.

• Check your work item is well secured before turning the 
equipment on.

• Check speed setting before starting equipment
• Review your “plan of action” before commencing the job.

Cutting Round Objects.
•  Cutting round branch wood by band saw or drop saw can be hazardous as the wood is 

difficult to hold in a stable manner. 
• Sudden uncontrolled movement of the wood can result in damaged band saw blades or 

flying wood in the case of the drop saw.  
• Use of a vee block can assist in holding the wood but this is not totally reliable.  
Your editor had some personal experience with this safety issue during the past month!!

                                                -----------------------------------

Here is an example that men do listen to women;  
A woman asks her male friend...  “ When you go shopping could you please buy one 
carton of milk, and if they have eggs, get 6.
A short time later he comes back with 6 cartons of milk.
She asks him “why did you buy 6 cartons of milk?”
He replied, “they had eggs.”
This is perfectly logical to males.

FORWARD PROGRAM & REMINDERS

SOME SAFETY THOUGHTS
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